ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The stereochemical principles underlying RNA recognition have been the subject of intense interest in the RNA community. A better understanding of these principles is necessary for continued development in the areas of protein engineering and structure-function analysis of protein-RNA interactions (Draper, 1999) . The study of protein-DNA (Jones et al., 1999; Luscombe et al., 2000; Luscombe et al., 2001; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1995; Nadassy et al., 1999; Pabo and Nekludova, 2000) and protein-protein (Ippolito et al., 1990; Jones and Thornton, 1997; Salwinski and Eisenberg, 2003; Xenarios et al., 2000; Xenarios et al., 2002) interactions using high * To whom correspondence should be addressed shamoo@rice.edu. resolution structures has provided new insights and methodological approaches to the study of protein-RNA interactions (Allers and Shamoo, 2001; Cheng et al., 2003; Cheng and Frankel, 2004; Hermann and Westhof, 1999; Jones et al., 2001; Treger and Westhof, 2001; Walberer et al., 2003) . Three-dimensional analysis of protein-DNA structures has been very successful for the elucidation of protein-DNA interactions but requires a sufficiently large pool of moderately high resolution structures. For example, Luscombe et al. (2001) used 129 protein-DNA structures to identify generic rules of nucleotide recognition by focusing on van der Waals, hydrogen bonding and water-mediated interactions . With the recent increase in the number of protein-RNA structures available, three dimensional structural bioinformatic approaches can provide useful insights into specific RNA recognition. It has already been shown that RNA recognition differs quite substantially from that of DNA with a greater percentage of protein-nucleic acid interactions made to the RNA base edge and sugar than to the phosphate backbone (Allers and Shamoo, 2001 ; Lejeune et al., 2005) . The differences in RNA and DNA recognition highlight the importance of appropriate bioinformatic analysis. To date, most studies have emphasized the importance of hydrogen bonding in base recognition and demonstrated that, in principle, these interactions could be largely sufficient for specificity (Allers and Shamoo, 2001; Cheng et al., 2003; Jeong et al., 2003; Treger and Westhof, 2001) . A good corroboration between predicted and observed protein-RNA hydrogen bonding interactions has been established using a combination of molecular dynamics and identification of the proposed hydrogen bonding stereochemistries in the protein data base Walberer et al., 2003) . In addition, Allers and Shamoo (2001) and Treger and Westhof (2001) showed that protein main chain interactions make up more than 32% of the possible hydrogen bonds to RNA and suggested that these main chain interactions help form a tight binding pocket. Jeong et al. (2003) looked at the direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonding properties of both amino acids and RNA bases and showed that histidine, arginine, threonine and lysine have the highest propensity to bind with RNA while uracil has the highest propensity to bind to protein, followed by adenine, guanine and cytosine respectively. These findings from bioinformatics approaches have supported a model for RNA-protein interactions in which non-helical conformations of RNA make bases much more accessible than is seen in canonical A-or B-form helices. The exposed nucleic acid bases provide excellent recognition features for proteins and allow for a much richer ensemble of interactions. The composite base binding pockets constructed for this work illustrate how these recognition features are used and reflect the unique properties of folded RNAs. We used ENTANGLE, a Java-based program developed in this laboratory, to build an interaction database of protein binding pockets around RNA bases from 41 protein-RNA complexes at greater than 2.8 Å resolution. ENTANGLE uses structures in PDB format to identify potential hydrogen Associate Editor: Anna Tramontano Ó 2006 The Author(s) This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by-nc/2.0/uk/) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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2 bonding, stacking, electrostatic, non-polar and van der Waals interactions (Allers and Shamoo, 2001) . We previously used this program to study only hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions; since that investigation we have performed three-dimensional superpositions of all interactions made to each nucleoside in the 41 selected structures. Our program differs from AANT, a similar program developed by Hoffman et al. (2003) which identifies how individual amino acids tend to hydrogen bond to specific nucleosides, in that we have identified how the entire population of hydrogen bonding, van der Waals, non-polar and stacking interactions form base recognition surfaces (Hoffman et al., 2004) . Because of the difficulty involved in identifying the pucker of the ribose sugar at ~2.8 Å, this study was performed only on the base (Dodson et al., 1996) . We excluded symmetry related crystallographic chains from the collection of structures to avoid biasing the database towards crystal forms that contain multiple copies of the same protein in the asymmetric unit. Discrimination among nucleosides is a key issue in RNA recognition. This study suggests that complex binding pockets use shape complementation from van der Waals and non-polar contacts to provide a tight binding surface around the base. Critical hydrogen bonding donors/acceptors stud the pocket at appropriate positions allowing different bases to be distinguished. An interesting question in protein recognition of ligands is how proteins distinguish between two very similar structures. Nobeli et al. (2001) studied the molecular recognition and discrimination of adenine and guanine in DNA, focusing on the differences in the hydrogen bonding patterns of these two bases to proteins (Nobeli et al., 2001) . They concluded that the protein environments of these two ligands are significantly different and that substituting an adenine for guanine leads to a severe loss of essential hydrogen bonding interactions (Nobeli et al., 2001) . Like DNA, hydrogen bonding to adenine and guanine in RNA shows a distinct pattern. We extended this analysis to cytosine and uracil and saw the same marked difference in the hydrogen bonding patterns. Although the smaller pyrimidine bases could readily fit into purine recognition pockets they would be less able to satisfy the pattern of hydrogen bonding donors/acceptors presented. Our results show that proteins bind RNA by forming tight pockets made up of non-polar and van der Waals interactions that can extend to available solvent exposed surfaces. In many cases an atom from the protein is positioned near the adenine C2 or pyrimidine C5 to sterically exclude other bases. In addition to selection of particular bases by hydrogen bonding patterns, steric exclusion is a powerful means of base discrimination that is often overlooked in the analysis of protein-RNA interactions.
METHODS

Construction of protein-RNA interaction database:
41 non-redundant entries were selected from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Each entry contained both protein and RNA and were refined to at least 2.8 Å resolution. The PDBs and chains selected were:
and 1HQ1. NMR structures were not included since it was difficult to define the accuracy of the ensemble of structures in terms of displacement that was directly comparable to the X-ray diffraction studies. As done by Allers and Shamoo (2001) , in cases when the PDB contained multiple copies of the complex in the asymmetric unit, only one copy of the structure was used (Allers and Shamoo, 2001) . The exclusion of these copies reduces the likelihood of inferring interaction patterns from a biased data set. The PDB entries were analyzed with ENTANGLE (Allers and Shamoo, 2001 ). The analysis was only on interactions to the RNA nucleosides, and therefore, interactions to the phosphate and the ribose backbone were deleted from the database. The resulting database was created in MySQL using the Structured Query Language (SQL) and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). The 3D plots that appear in this article were made using RIBBONS (Carson, 1991) .
ENTANGLE Classification of Interaction Cutoffs.
ENTANGLE is a JAVA program that classifies and sorts potential proteinnucleic acid interactions and has been described previously (Allers and Shamoo, 2001) . ENTANGLE has been modified for this study and incorporates additional functionality that has been added to perform linear transformations on the atomic coordinates in each PDB so as to overlap and orient all the RNA bases in the database in the same position. This has permitted the superposition of all interactions to an RNA base located at different positions and orientations within a single PDB as well as of the interactions to that base from multiple PDBs. The hydrogen bonding cutoffs were generous to allow a comprehensive view of the stereochemical distributions with respect to distance and geometry. Donor to acceptor distance 3.9 Å; hydrogen atom to acceptor distance 2.5 Å; donorhydrogen-acceptor anglee cutoff > 90 o . ENTANGLE determines van der Waals interaction distance based on the sum of the van der Waals radii of the two atoms plus 0.8 Å. As previously discussed by Allers and Shamoo (2001) , the van der Waals radii used are those given in the Amber 94 Force field (Cornell et al., 1995) . Non-polar contacts are defined in ENTANGLE as hydrophobic interactions between atoms that are 5 Å apart. The classification and assignment of putative interactions is based entirely on geometry, and there is no energetic evaluation or ranking of the interactions. ENTANGLE is available from (http://www.bioc.rice.edu/~shamoo). A LINUX version of ENTANGLE as well as our interaction database are also available (shamoo@rice.edu).
RESULTS
This work presents an aggregate approach to studying protein-RNA interactions from an ensemble of moderately high resolution structures. Protein-RNA interactions from 41 structures were combined into a single database and used to make composite nucleoside binding pockets for adenine, guanine, uracil and cytosine (Figure 1 ). The strength of representing data in this way is the relative ease of interpretation. Thousands of interactions can be readily seen to cluster into specific stereochemical geometries that confer specificity by a combination of complementary hydrogen bond donor/acceptor relationships as well as close-fitting van der Waals interactions. Since RNA molecules can assume a wider array of conformations than duplex DNA, the interactions to RNA are distributed relatively evenly throughout the volume surrounding the base. It can also be inferred from the data which atoms have more of their surface available for interactions with the protein (Tables 2-5, Figure 2 ). Since protein-RNA interactions often involve co-folding, the ability to form an RNA recognition pocket is critical for proper RNA recognition. Figure 1 shows the formation of these pockets upon ligand binding.
Overall view from nucleoside binding pocket composites.
As described in Materials and Methods, we used ENTANGLE to analyze protein-RNA complexes in PDB format and parsed the interactions by type: van der Waals, non-polar and hydrogen bonding. In addition, the non-polar contacts were further investigated to include an examination of aromatic base stacking. There were 8649 putative interactions in our database: 6242 non-polar, 1710 van der Waals, 433 hydrogen bonds to all 20 amino acids and 84 base stacking interactions to arginine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan and histidine (Table 1) .
3
Plotting the contents of our database showed that protein atoms interacting with RNA are able to form a tight binding pocket around the RNA base. Figure 1 shows cross-sections of the binding pockets of each RNA base. The cross sections illustrate how the non-polar, van der Waals and hydrogen bonding composition of the binding pockets are configured in three dimensional space. Shape complementation of the nucleoside recognition pocket is best seen in the cross-sections of the binding pocket through the plane of the base showing van der Waals interactions (Figure 1) . The general shape of the pocket is also seen for the non-polar contacts but can be misleading since the number of putative contacts scale with the distance cutoff. The interior of the binding pocket consists primarily of van der Waals and non-polar contacts which are especially abundant above and below the plane of the base where the donor-acceptor geometries of potential hydrogen bonding groups would be poor. Non-polar and van der Waals interactions are distributed nearly equally around the base edge with a gap where the ribose attaches to the base. (Carson, 1991) . There is a marked increase in the number of nonpolar contacts made to the adenine C2 and these help define a specific adenine recognition surface in many proteins. Ninety-eight van der Waals contacts to the adenine C2 were observed which is higher than the number of hydrogen bonds observed for either adenine N6 or N7. Van der Waals and non-polar contacts are relatively homogeneous in distribution except at the point where the glycosidic bond is made to the base (arrow).
4
Amino acids with hydrogen-bonding potential cluster at the donor or acceptor positions of the base and are situated in the base plane to optimize their hydrogen bonding geometry. Figure 1 shows that, unlike non-polar and van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds are not distributed evenly around the RNA bases. Instead, hydrogen bond donor/acceptor groups are clustered in the plane of the base at specific positions, namely the N1 and N6 of adenine, the N2 and O6 of guanine, the O2, N3 and N4 of cytosine and O2, N3 and O4 of uracil. As shown in Figure 1 , protein hydrogen bond donors group into two populations about the uracil O4, consistent with two electron lone pairs around the carbonyl oxygen. Protein hydrogen bond acceptors also cluster into two populations about the cytosine N4, adenine N6 and guanine N2. Our measured distance of 2.8-3.0 Å is in good agreement with those observed by Ippolito et al. (1990) for average protein-protein hydrogen bonding distance of 2.8-3.2 Å, and in protein-DNA interactions by Mandel-Gutfreund et al. (Ippolito et al., 1990; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1998; Mandel-Gutfreund et al., 1995) . Stacking interactions between nucleosides and phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan, histidine and arginine were also surveyed. Of these stacking interactions, only phenylalanine, tyrosine and arginine were found in more than 10 occurrences. Although stacking interactions between aromatic amino acid side chains and nucleosides are less common, they are important determinants in the common RNA recognition motif (RRM) found in many eukaryotic RNA binding proteins (Maris et al., 2005) . All these interactions together form the composite nucleoside binding pocket. It should be noted that for any given structure, the number and types of interactions will be a subset of those shown. The composite nucleoside data shown in Figure 1 displays the strategies available to proteins for RNA recognition.
Discrimination of Purines from Pyrimidines
Although purines might be sterically excluded from a pyrimidine binding pocket through close contacts to the pyrimidine C5-C6 edge, the number of van der Waals interactions that contact C5-C6 is small (Figure 1 ) which suggests a second manner of discrimination. Close contacts to the purine 5-membered ring might be expected to exclude pyrimidines from a purine binding pocket since the glycosidic bond connecting the base to sugar constrains the base and would place the larger 6-membered ring of the pyrimidine in a position that would result in many possible steric clashes. This, however, is not seen, and it is likely that the position of the glycosidic bond makes it more difficult to place a close contact to either the purine C8 or the pyrimidine C6 which may account for the paucity of observed interactions. In contrast, a mechanism for the exclusion of a pyrimidine from a purine binding pocket cannot be as easily achieved by merely altering its shape. Both cytosine and uracil can, in principle, fit into a surface able to accommodate the larger purine, but both uracil and cytosine place a hydrogen bond acceptor carbonyl group into the position where the guanine N2 amino group would be. As shown in Figure 1 and by the statistical analysis performed by Allers and Shamoo (2001) and Treger and Westhof (2001) , the N2 amino group of guanine is utilized more than expected and supports a critical role for this interaction in discriminating against pyrimidines. Conversely, an adenine recognition surface can readily discriminate against guanine and pyrimidines by steric exclusion at the guanine N2 position or pyrimidine O2 position as described in the next section.
Discrimination of Adenine from Guanine
Structure-based analysis of protein-RNA interactions confirmed that RNA bases have distinct patterns of hydrogen bonding much like their DNA counterparts (Allers and Shamoo, 2001; Jones et al., 2001; Treger and Westhof, 2001 ). Nobeli et al. (2001) concluded that proteins differentiate between adenine and guanine based on the locations of hydrogen bond clustering within the binding pocket (Nobeli et al., 2001) . In addition to positioning the unique hydrogen bond donors/acceptors to the adenine N1 and N6 relative to the guanine N1, O6 and N2, many proteins employ steric hindrance of the exocyclic amino N2 in guanine by positioning a nonpolar atom to contact adenine C2 ( Figure 2 ). As many as 98 van der Waals interactions to the adenine C2 were identified in this study which is higher than that of any other atom in adenine (Table 2 ). In addition to the guanine N2, the O6 position is also over represented in the available protein-RNA interaction databases suggesting an essential role for this interaction. As shown in Figure 1 , the clustering of hydrogen bond donors to guanine O6 can discriminate against adenine, and in 48% of the interactions studied by Allers and Shamoo (2001) the guanine O6 and N7 are simultaneously contacted by an arginine guanidinium group. Barring a rearrangement of the binding pocket, a close contact to the purine C2 would preclude guanine binding and would serve as an efficient strategy for discriminating against guanine. As shown in Figure 2 , steric exclusion of the N1 proton of guanine as well as the amino group at C2 both can be used for recognition of the proper base.
Discrimination of Cytosine from Uracil
A study of the composite pyrimidine recognition pockets also showed a strong clustering of complementary hydrogen bond donors and Figure 2 . Discrimination between adenine and guanine can be achieved through specific hydrogen bonding contacts as shown in Figure 1 or by making close contacts to the C2 position of adenine. This figure shows the van der Waals contacts made to adenine (black) and guanine (gray) with guanine shown as a ball and stick model. The exocyclic amino group of guanine shown by an arrow to N2 would clash with many contacts made in an adenine binding pocket which would discriminate against guanine binding. Steric exclusion was frequently observed in ribosomal protein-RNA interactions and in combination with one or two hydrogen bonds, can provide excellent specificity. acceptors in the plane of the nucleoside. The clustering shows distinctive patterns for each base in a manner comparable to that seen for the purines. In contrast to the purines however, cytosine and uracil differ only slightly in volume, and the position of exocyclic atoms are qualitatively identical. While pockets that bind guanine are larger than those for adenine in order to accommodate the guanine N2 position, the pockets formed around cytosine and uracil are identical in size because cytosine and uracil have similar volumes; thus, there was no observed role for steric exclusion among pyrimidines.
Stacking interactions
The stacking interactions of phenylalanine with purines are consistent with their potential energy surfaces (Pearlman and Kim, 1990; Sponer et al., 2001) . In roughly half the cases where a phenylalanine is part of a protein-RNA interface, it is a component of a stacking interaction (Figure 3 , Table 6 ). Guanine has an electropositive field in the plane of the base at the N1, N2 edge that may restrict phenylalanine to positions centered over N3, O6 and N7 electronegative atoms. In contrast, adenine interactions to phenylalanine are less clustered and reflect the broader electronegative surface of adenine where only the N6 exocyclic amino group and C2 hydrogens are predicted to have strong electropositive charges. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 3 , the stacking interactions of phenylalanines to purines are oriented either above or below the base. The composite orientation matrices are calculated using three atoms to define the plane of base as well as the plane of the amino acid side chain. The appearance of the phenylalanine "above" (Figure 3 ) or "below" reflects the orientation of the base in either a syn or anti conformation where syn and anti refer to the position of the nucleic acid base with respect to the sugar. Although we are unsure about the stereochemical basis for this, it is clear that in all stacking interactions of phenylalanine with purines there is a distinct orientation preference for phenylalanine to stack with guanine in the syn conformation and with adenine in the anti conformer. This pattern is repeated throughout the RRM containing family of proteins including poly A binding protein, hnRNP A1 and snRNP U1A but is not observed for stacking with tyrosine (not shown). Using structures determined by X-ray crystallography, Myers and Shamoo (2004) found that by placing either 2-aminopurine or nebularine in a guanine binding pocket of a protein with a phenylalanine stacking interaction, the base flipped into the anti conformation and away from the syn conformation seen for guanine (Myers and Shamoo, 2004) . These substitutions eliminated a hydrogen bond from a lysine to the O6 position and perhaps more importantly, altered the electronegative surface of the base. Most examples of base stacking with aromatic amino acid sidechains are from the RRM family of proteins with surprisingly few from the much larger collection of RNA binding proteins including the ribosome. The bias of stacking interactions toward RRM containing proteins may explain why guanine and adenine appear to stack with phenylalanine in an oriented fashion. Although stacking interactions are fairly weak and close range they can be important to specificity as in the case of the mRNA cap binding protein vp39 that binds N7-methylated guanine via precise stacking interactions between a tyrosine and phenylalanine (Hu et al., 2003) . Stacking of arginine with adenine, cytosine and uracil is very common and shows a broad distribution of orientations without clustering. In contrast, arginine stacking over the more electropositive guanine is uncommon (Table 6, Figure 4) . It is likely that the stronger hydrogen bonding interactions to the guanine O6 and N7 dominate the weaker cation-pi like stacking of arginine over the base (Sponer et al., 2001) . The orientation of the arginine guanidinium group over bases is consistent with that seen in cation-pi interactions observed in proteins (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999) . Stacking interactions between RNA bases, though small in number, have often been shown to be critical, and our studies suggest that arginine-stacking with adenine, cytosine and uracil should also be considered important in RNA recognition. 
What is required for specificity?
In general, nucleoside recognition and discrimination for any single base is achieved through a subset of the hydrogen bonding, van der Waals and ring stacking interactions shown in the composites in Figures 1-4 . Any of the four nucleosides can be specified by the use of two hydrogen bonds or perhaps as few as one hydrogen bond and a well-placed van der Waals/non-polar contact. In the case of discriminating adenine from guanine, the exocyclic N2 amino group of guanine is sterically excluded by close contacts such as van der Waals interactions proximal to C2 of adenine ( Figure 2 ). As shown in Figure 2 and Table 2 , there is a notable increase in the number of non-polar contacts made to adenine in the C2 position. This motif is seen in many proteins including poly A binding protein and spliceosomal protein U1A and is especially common in ribosomal protein-rRNA interactions. A single hydrogen bond to the 2 and/or 4 position coupled with a steric contact to exclude purines would also provide an excellent means of unique discrimination. One clear benefit of steric exclusion is that an atomic clash generates a prohibitively high energy and can be made using potentially any amino acid. Atoms from the protein involved in steric exclusion constitute an important determinant for RNA specificity and should be considered as important as those residues that contribute hydrogen bonding groups to the protein-RNA recognition surface. (Carson,1991) .
